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Winter Dining in Whistler
SNAPSHOT OF WINTER DINING IN WHISTLER

10%

93%

ALWAYS made a
reservation

44%

of visitors went out for
dinner an average of 4.7
times during their last
winter visit

made SOME
reservations

46%

NEVER made a
reservation

Winter visitors are approximately 70% destination (those from outside BC or Washington State) and 30% regional ( those
from within BC or Washington State). Those who NEVER made reservations were typically destination visitors who stayed
average of 8 nights and dined in a restaurant for dinner an average of 4.7 times

AMONG THOSE WHO MADE RESERVATIONS...

55%

Made reservations AFTER
arriving in Whistler

20%

Made reservations BEFORE
arriving in Whistler

25%

Made reservations both BEFORE
and AFTER arriving in Whistler

ANALYSIS AND INSIGHTS
Among Visitors:
Among winter visitors, 46% never make reservations for dinner,
10% always make reservations and 44% make reservations for
some of their dining experiences
Visitors who made some reservations are most likely to be
destination visitors (84%) on a longer trip staying an average of
9.7 nights. They dine out for dinner an average of 6.5 times and
make reservations for just under half of their dining experiences
(avg 2.7)
Those who always make reservations are most likely to be
regional visitors (53%) staying for a shorter period of time (avg.
4.4 nights). They dine out for dinner an average of 2.5 times.
Visitors who never make reservations are most likely destination
visitors (57%) staying an average of 6.3 nights. They dine out for
dinner an average of 3.5 times.

Those who always made reservations had previous knowledge
of the restaurants in which they dined (52%), found restaurants
on OpenTable (48%) or received recommendations from friends
or family (39%).
Those who made some reservations are the most likely to use
TripAdvisor as an information source (39%) and those who never
make reservations primarily discover places to eat by walking
through the village (79%)

Among Stakeholders:
Among restaurants, pubs and quick service restaurants in Whistler,
68% accommodate walk-in guests, 47% accept reservations and
36% are self-seating.
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Winter Dining in Whistler
RESEARCHING & PLANNING TRIP TO WHISTLER
Most visitors start
planning and
researching their trip
to Whistler 5 or more
months in advance
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Most visitors will Book the key Popular reservation times
(6pm - 8pm) are almost
elements of their trip
(accommodation, lift tickets etc) fully booked 1 week or up
at least 3 to 4 months ahead of to 2 months before peak
time. Those making
winter periods (e.g.
reservations before arriving are
Christmas week)
encouraged to book here
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34% of those who
researched dining
options before
arriving made
reservations 0 -2
weeks before their
travel date
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50% of visitors
never did any prior
research or planning
on the restaurants
they wanted to try
before arriving in
Whistler
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Among restaurants who take reservations, most start accepting bookings 1 to 2 months or up to 6 month ahead of key holiday periods

RESEARCHING DINING IN WHISTLER

39% of destination visitors
use TripAdvisor when
researching dining options
in Whistler, and only 16% of
regional visitors use this
channel as an information
source

1 to 2 weeks

1 to 2 months

3 to 4 m

5+m

11%

3 to 4 weeks

61%

Among the 50% who DID research on dining
options prior to arriving in Whistler, 61%
started looking into dining options 1 to 4
weeks ahead of time

IMPORTANT ATTRIBUTES WHEN DECIDING TO GO OUT FOR DINNER
Visitors need information on these
attributes when deciding where to dine

Food Menu | 67%

16% of visitors mentioned atmosphere and ambiance and 15% mentioned
information on quality of ingredients as other important factors
"Atmosphere: quiet, noisy, crowded,
spacious, music, TVs, etc."

Category | 45%

"Entertainment during dinner and
ambiance"

Location | 39%

"Views, ambiance, noise levels"

Hours of Operation | 28%
Reviews | 24%

"Atmosphere, style etc to suit your
mood. Speed of service. Noise ie not
too loud music as you want to talk to
your companions."

"Information about where the food
comes from, does it represent a
specific area or cuisine"
"Lively. Good mix of food. Quality
ingredients with locally sourced a plus.
Comfortable"
"Where the food comes from e.g. local
or far away."
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Winter Dining in Whistler
RESERVATIONS VS. WALK-INS
RESERVED BEFORE ARRIVING

Dining with an avg of 4.5
people
24% Dining with 6+ people

41% booked
using an online
booking engine
(e.g. OpenTable)

24% booked by
email

69% made reservations
for fine dining
restaurants

65% of visitors dined
between 6:00 pm and
7:30 pm

RESERVED AFTER ARRIVING

Dining with an avg of 4.2
people
25% Dining with 6+ people

42% booked by
phone

25% made
reservations inperson at the
restaurant

70% made reservations
for casual restaurants

63% Most visitors dined
between 6:30 pm and
7:30 pm

WALK-INS

Dining with an avg of 4.2
people
12% Dining with 6+ people

While waiting for a table, 50%
of visitors stayed at the
restaurant

53% went to casual
restaurants

57% visitors dined
between 5:00 pm and
6:30 pm

ANALYSIS AND INSIGHTS
Among Visitors:

Among Stakeholders:

Visitors are pre-planning their fine dining experience before arriving,
and browsing casual restaurants before making a reservation by
phone or in person when in Whistler.

Reservations can be made almost any day of the week for any party size
Casual restaurants and pubs are more likely than fine dining restaurants to
accept reservations from large parties.

While the majority of walk-ins guests were also dining in casual
restaurants, they were the most likely to eat dinner at a pub, bar or
quick service restaurant.

Almost all restaurants accept reservations by phone or in person and only
64% take reservations through an online booking engine (e.g. OpenTable or
Yelp)

Visitors who make reservations after arriving in Whistler are almost
twice as likely (27%) to eat at 7:00 pm than those who make
reservations before arriving.

Reservations booked by email and through an online booking engine are
among most preferred booking methods for restaurants. Email allows
restaurants to have direct contact with the guest to get the most pertinent
information and also helps set guest expectations. Booking Engines like
OpenTable are efficient, allow management to gauge guest volume for
staffing levels, and also minimize no shows.
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Winter Dining in Whistler
RESERVATIONS VS. WALK-INS CONTINUED
RESERVED BEFORE ARRIVING

91% were able to reserve at
their first choice

90%

were able to reserve at the
time they wanted

RESERVED AFTER ARRIVING

88% were able to reserve at
their first choice

94%

were able to reserve at the
time they wanted

WALK-INS

85% were able to get a
table at their first choice

83%

were seated at the time
they wanted

84% said it was an easy
experience to go out for
dinner

81% said it was an easy
experience to go out for
dinner

71% said it was an easy
experience to go out for
dinner

98% were satisfied or very
satisfied with their dining
experience

96% were satisfied or very
satisfied with their dining
experience

94% were satisfied or very
satisfied with their dining
experience

ANALYSIS AND INSIGHTS
Among visitors
Visitors who made reservations reported slightly higher overall dining
satisfaction and found the process of going out to dinner easier
compared to those who did not make reservations.
Almost all visitors who made reservations before and after arriving in
Whistler managed to reserve at the restaurant of their first choice and
at the time they wanted. In fact, visitors who made reservations after
arriving were slightly more likely to reserve at the time they wanted.
Those who did not make reservations experienced large crowds and
long wait times during peak dining periods. In some cases, visitors go
to multiple restaurants before finding a table. Others mentioned going
early to avoid the crowds. Despite long waits in some cases, those
who did not make reservations were still satisfied with their overall
dining experience.

Among stakeholders
Among those who accept walk-ins, almost all manage their wait-list inperson. Some will allow guests to call head to join the wait list, and some
use waitlist software (e.g. NoWait or OpenTable) that sends guests a text
message when their table is ready
About half of available seating is designated to reservations in peak season
compared to over two thirds during non-peak times.
Most restaurants will continue to accept reservations at all times during
peak winter periods. Some will block reservations between 6:00 pm and
8:00 pm.
Reservations are most likely to be blocked from the booking widget on the
restaurants website and from online booking engines. Reservations by
phone and in-person the most likely to remain available booking options in
peak periods.
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Summer Dining in Whistler
SUMMER DINING IN WHISTLER

24%

Made SOME
reservations

89%
of visitors go out for
dinner an average of 3
times when visiting
Whistler in summer

10%

66%

ALWAYS made
reservations

NEVER made
reservations

Visitors in summer are typically two thirds destination (those from outside BC or Washington State) and one third regional
(those from within BC or Washington State). Visitors who NEVER made reservations were most likely to be regional visitors
who stayed an average of 2.7 nights and went out for dinner an average of 2 times

AMONG THOSE WHO MADE RESERVATIONS

49%
40%
11%

Visitors who always made reservations were
most likely to be regional visitors who stayed
an average of 2.1 nights dined out an average
of 1.7 times.

Made reservations BEFORE
arriving in Whistler

Visitors who made some reservations were
also likely to be regional visitors who stayed
an average of 6.4 nights and dined out an
average of 4.7 times

Made reservations AFTER
arriving in Whistler

Among those who made reservations before,
78% were regional and 22% were destination.
Destination visitors were most likely to make
reservations after arriving in Whistler (56%)

Made reservations both BEFORE
and AFTER arriving in Whistler

RESEARCHING & PLANNING TRIP TO WHISTLER

43%

3 to 4 m
5+ m

1 to 2 m

1 to 2 weeks

5%

3 to 4 wks

74%

of visitors in summer
researched their dining
options before
traveling to Whistler

Similar to winter, most visitors start
planning their trip at least 3 to 4
months ahead of time. However, most
visitors will book the key components
of their trip (e.g. accommodation and
lift tickets) 1 to 2 months prior to their
travel date

Among those who started
researching their dining options
before their trip, 74% started
researching 1 to 4 weeks prior to
their travel date
49% of those who
researched their dining
options before arriving
made reservations 0 to 2
weeks before their travel
date
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Summer Dining in Whistler
RESERVATIONS VS. WALK-INS
RESERVED BEFORE ARRIVING

RESERVED AFTER ARRIVING

Dining with an avg of 4.2
people

Dining with an avg of 4
people

21% Dining with 6+ people

19% Dining with 6+ people

52% booked
using an online
booking engine
(e.g. OpenTable)

20% booked by
phone

59% made reservations for
fine dining restaurants

93% were able to reserve at
their first choice

100% were 95% said it was
an easy
satisfied with
their dining experience to go
experience
out for dinner

ANALYSIS AND INSIGHTS

22% made
41% booked by
reservations inphone
person at the
restaurant

WALK-INS

Dining with an avg of 4
people
12% Dining with 6+ people

While waiting for a table, 59%
of visitors stayed at the
restaurant

52% made reservations for
fine dining restaurants

59% made reservations for
casual restaurants

95% were able to reserve at
their first choice

89% were able to get a table
at their first choice

97% were
satisfied with
their dining
experience

86% said it was
an easy
experience to go
out for dinner

92% were
satisfied with
their dining
experience

84% said it was
easy experience
to go out for
dinner

Made reservations AFTER arriving

Did not make reservations (walk-ins)

Similar to winter, summer visitors are most
likely to pre-plan their fine dining
experiences.

About half of visitors making reservations
after arriving in Whistler booked at fine
dining restaurants, and half booked at
casual restaurants.

Most visitors who made reservations
before arriving ate between 6:00 pm and
7:30 pm and 88% mentioned they were
able to reserve at the the time they
wanted

Most visitors who made reservations after
arriving in Whistler ate between 5:30 and
7:00 pm, and 89% mentioned that they
were able to reserve at the time they
wanted.

Summer visitors without reservations
were most likely to eat in casual
restaurants, but were the most likely than
those who had reservations to eat in a bar
or pub.

Made reservations BEFORE arriving

Visitors mentioned using channels like
open table made it easy to select
restaurants and times. Phoning allowed
visitors to secure the time they wanted.

Visitors were most likely to make
reservations by phone or in person and in
both cased said the service was prompt
and friendly

As seen in winter, those without
reservations are the most affected by
volume and wait-times. Therefore, these
visitors were the least likely to get a table
at the restaurant of their first choice.
Even though their experience was less
easy, 92% of visitors were satisfied with
their dining experience
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Dining in Whistler Comments
ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE TO A FRIEND ABOUT DINING IN WHISTLER
Winter and Summer
Suggestions

26%

18%

507
Comments
Explore
choices

Reserve ahead
of time
Similar to feedback from
visitors, stakeholders also
recommend booking
reservations early and plan out
dining experiences head of
time. Online reviews and hotel
concierge are also helpful when
deciding where to go.

12%
19%
Avoid peak
times
Do your
reseearch

Stakeholders would also like
visitors to know that there is a
great variety of locally owned
or quick service options
available, and to avoid peak
times when ever possible. They
also ask visitors to be patient
as their priority is to ensure
everyone has an enjoyable and
memorable dining experience!

COMMENTS
Visitors suggest making reservations before arriving
in Whistler, especially for large parties or during
peak periods
"Plan ahead and make reservations before arriving
especially on weekends"
"Book everything for Christmas period, especially if you have
a large group"
"If you go peak season, then you better make reservations
far in advance"

Walking around the village and exploring options is a
major part of the Whistler dining experience
"There are plenty of wonderful interesting places in Whistler
and all sorts of cuisines and different price levels. Have a
walk through the village and see for yourself. Enjoy !"
"Wander around the village first, as there are so many cool
little nooks to explore! Taking your time by looking into your
options and getting a feel for the Whistler vibe before settling
on an option

Reading reviews and assessing options are among
suggestions when researching dining Whistler

Dining earlier or later to avoid the peak times are
among suggestions from visitors

"Do a little bit of research on restaurants before your trip, read
the reviews, it can be a great way to not miss out on a
restaurant you would really enjoy, as opposed to letting it slip
past you if you were just walking around trying to find a
restaurant"

"Go early for dinners if going without a reservation and enjoy!"
"Try to either go before the big dinner rush or just after to save
yourself some waiting time if you go to a very popular place."
RESEARCH - STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Dining in Whistler Comments
COMMENTS CONTINUED
Reserve ahead
of time

Do your
research

"Call ahead and and
make a reservation if you
can"

"Pre-plan where you
want to eat. There are
too many options!"

"Don't count on your first
choice without a
reservation"

"Do some research on
what you would like to
eat, there is a lot of
option in Whistler"

"Depending on the time
of year you go, it can get
very busy for dinner or
lunch so you may want to
make a reservation"
"Make a reservation if
you want to eat a
particular place"
"Lots of good options, but
there can be long waits
during busy times. Think
about reservations"
"Make dinner
reservations at least 2
months in advance if you
expect to eat at the the
best places"
"If dining late, make
reservations"
"Make reservations"

Avoid peak
times
"Try to either go before
the big dinner rush or just
after to save yourself
some waiting time if you
go to a very popular
place"
"Be patient. Go Early"

"Look at TripAdvisor
before your visit"

"Try to have dinner
during non-peak hours"

"Check out some
restaurant reviews before
you go"

"Get out early to ensure
you get a seat!"

"Do some research on
dining options as there
are many. It would save a
lot of time instead of
getting there and walking
around"
"There isn't really a bad
option, just check reviews
online and the menu
before going"
"Read TripAdvisor
reviews and/or ask the
hotel concierge for their
recommendation"

"Avoid the crowds and
go to a late dinner"
"Avoid the dinner rush
and you will have plenty
of time to spend the
evening enjoying your
dining experience"
"If you have kids, go
early"
"Try to get there early if
you have a big group and
no reservation"
"Go early!"

Explore
choices
"Enjoy! There are plenty
of options to choose
from"
"Have a look around at
your options. There are
lots of places, so if one is
full you can move on to
the next and not be
disappointed"
"Check out where you'd
like to go after coming
down the the mountain"
"There are plenty of
wonderful interesting
places in Whistler in
which to dine out. Have a
walk through the village
and see for yourself.
Enjoy!"
"Just walk through the
village before dinner. Part
of the fun is the
environment around the
restaurants"
"Wander around and
check out your options"

OTHER COMMENTS
Visitors recommend trying
specific restaurants when in
Whistler
"GLC is a must go to pub!"
"Go to Earls and the Mongolie Grill!"
"Go to the El Furniture Warehouse if
you have kids"
"Try the Irish Pub"

Visitors mention high prices,
but also recognize the cheaper
options exist

Some visitors make
recommendations based on
service and food quality

Visitors recommend asking
locals where they like to eat

"It can be very expensive!"
"Realize that things are expensive,
so be prepared to spend more
than you would on a meal in
Ontario"

"Try out places who locally source
their food"

"Talk to the locals about their
favourite places"

"Whistler restaurants are very
accommodating people with
specific food needs. They went
above and beyond what I am used
to"

"Walk around and talk to staff and
get recommendations on good food
with a local feel"

"You don't have to spend a fortune
to have a good dining experience"
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Dining in Whistler Summary
THE DATA SHOWS:
There is a good mix of guests that make reservations and those that don't, but most are waiting until they are in
Whistler before making plans on where to go. There is an opportunity to encourage more visitors to start
researching their options before travelling to Whistler
Of those guests that to make reservations before arriving in Whistler, most are waiting until two weeks before
their trip to secure a table and time. We have an opportunity to encourage visitors who are making reservations
before their trip to make them when booking the key components of their trip (e.g. accommodation and lift
tickets) to ensure they don't miss out an the restaurants they want to try.
Visitors are pre-planning their fine dining experiences before arriving in Whistler and making reservations at
causal restaurants after arriving in Whistler. While those who do not make reservations (walk-ins) are also likely
to go to causal restaurants, they are the most likely to eat dinner at a bar, pub or quick service restaurant. We
have an opportunity to help visitors navigate their options both in-resort and before they arrive to ensure they
get a well-rounded dining experience.
Those who make reservations before arriving are most likely to book using online channels like email or
OpenTable. Visitors in-resort are making reservations by phone or in person and there is an opportunity to better
communicate how reservations can be made.
Those without reservations (walk-ins) are likely to join a waitlist and are the most affected by volume and wait
times. There is an opportunity to encourage some to make reservations, and also inform and prepare those who
don't make reservations in order to manage expectations.

NEXT STEPS:
Restaurant websites should be secure and provide details on the dining experience that visitors want, such as
menu information, restaurant type or category (e.g. Japanese or Casual), location, hours of operation, and peer
reviews (e.g TripAdvisor reviews). Restaurants are also encouraged to make their websites mobile-friendly for
enhanced in-Resort functionality.
Since different types of visitors use different methods to book reservations when planning their trip or during
their visit, restaurants who accept reservations are encouraged to create a single webpage that includes all
available reservation methods, including online booking widgets (i.e. Yelp or OpenTable), phone number, email,
and in-person location.
Communication with visitors before they arriving in Whistler and while they are here is key to ensure they know
how to book, what their options, and what to expect. Tourism Whistler is already taking action on this, and
restaurants are encouraged to communicate to visitors through their channels.
Since guests without reservations are the most affected by volume and wait-times, restaurants should explore
waitlist management options and consider your waiting area layout to improve the waiting experience.
Work with hotel concierge to increase the visibility and awareness for your restaurant.

Thank you for reading the Dining in Whistler report.
Should you have any questions, please email them to swyatt@tourismwhistler.com
Shannon Wyatt
Specialist, Product Development
Tourism Whistler
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